
training easy and will be in shape
to start hard work when his men
reach Hamilton the first week in
March.

Eddie Murphy of Boston is in
Chicago and wants a match with
Jack Britton. The Boston light-
weight has met both Britton and
McFarland, and says Packey will
easily beat the North Side Irish-
man.

Howard Morrow of Benton
Harbor and Tommy Gavigan of
Cleveland went eight rounds to a
draw at Windsor, Ont. Gavigan
took a big lead at the start, but
Morrow came back aggressively.

Eddie Webber of Indianapolis
and Phil Harrison of Chicago
traveled ten fast rounds to a draw
at Indianapolis.

Marvin Plestina, an Austrian
heavy, and Yussiff Hussane, a
Bulgarian, wrestle tonight at the
Globe Theater, best two out of
three falls. Plestina weights 218
pounds, fourteen more than Hus-

sane.
Canning fight managers is pop-

ular. Joe Mandot is reported to
have cut loose from Harry Cole-

man.
Only two more days until the

Cubs start for Tampa.
Mike Mitchell, the new Cub

outfielder, has left Cincinnati for
the training camp.

Kid Williams of Baltimore
earned a crack at the bantam
championship by decisively whip-

ping Eddie Campi in Los Angeles
yesterday. Campi with his clever-

ness kept Williams off for four
rounds., but the Baltmorean bored
in and wore down the native son.

Only a great exhibition of game-ne- ss

enabled Campi to stay the
twenty rounds. It was the tough-
est battle between bantams in
many months.
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Johnny Coulon.

Johnny Coulon, who holds the
bantam title, cannot pass Wil-
liams up and be consistent. The
Easterner stamped himself as the
rightful challenger, and many
coast fans after the fight with
Campi declared the title was due
to be hooked from Logan Square.
A battle between Coulon and
Williams is not an immediate
prospect. Johnny will want to
engage in a few preliminary bat-
tles to point himself for a title
clash, and it will be two months
at least before he meets Williams.
Coulon boxes after the Campi
style and Williams should master,
him when they meet.
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She Aren't you sometimes

frightened when you are up in the
air? Aviator Well, I'll admit
that I sometimes feel a sort of
groundless apprehension,


